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AN ALGEBRA NORM ON I2

WHOSE RESTRICTION TO / '

IS THE USUAL /'-NORM

JEAN ESTERLE

Abstract. Let px and p2 be two real numbers such that p2> P\> 1. We

prove that there exists an algebra norm on lPl which extends the /''-norm if

and only if p2 < 2px.

1. Introduction. Let Él be a (nonunital) Banach algebra and let 622 be the

linear space spanned by the set of all products of elements of 62. If 622 is not

closed in 62, or if 622 is infinite codimensional in 62, there is an easy,

well-known way to construct discontinuous homomorphisms from 62: the

above conditions imply the existence of a discontinuous linear form L in 62

whose kernel contains 622. If b is a nonzero element of the one-dimensional

nilpotent algebra ÍB, the map ^L: x —> L(x)6 is clearly a discontinuous

homomorphism from 62 into %. (See [1, §3, Example 1]; completeness plays,

of course, no role in this construction.) This trivial example shows that when

studying automatic continuity properties for a homomorphism ¥ from such a

nonunital Banach algebra 62 into an arbitrary Banach algebra, it is only

possible to expect results concerning ^|(22 (a general account concerning

automatic continuity can be found in [5] and [15]).

Now let 61 be a (nonunital) normed algebra, not necessarily complete; 622

being defined as above, put, for every u E 622,

H®=inf iftl-M.
/=i

the infimum being taken over all finite families {(x,,y,)- • • ixk,yk)) of

elements of 62 x 62 satisfying u = 2*=, x¡y¡. We prove here that there exists

an algebra norm X on 62 satisfying, for every u E 6B2, A(u) = ||u||g, (this fact

was mentioned without proof in [7]). Though elementary, this result may have

some "heuristic" interest for automatic continuity. Indeed when supu6^x{0j

llMll®/llMll = + °°> it shows that the only general automatic continuity

results which may be expected for a homomorphism ^ from 62 into an

arbitrary Banach algebra must concern, in fact, the restriction of ^ to 622

when 6E2 is equipped with the topology defined by the norm || • ||s instead of

the topology induced by the given topology of 62. In other terms, automatic
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continuity results for a homomorphism ¥ from such an algebra concern the

continuity of the bilinear map (x, y) -* ^(xy) and not the continuity of the

homomorphism ^ itself.

2. An extension theorem for some algebra norms defined on 6B2.

Theorem 2-1. Let â be a normed algebra and let ju, be an algebra norm

defined on (Î2. If there exist two positive real numbers kx and k2 satisfying

\\u\\ < kxii(u) (u E &2), n(xy) < k2\\x\\ • \\y\\ (x E &,y E &), then there

exists an algebra norm X on & such that X|6t? = ¡i.

Proof. We can suppose kx and k2 greater than 1. Let 7 be a linear map

from & onto et? such that 7 ° 7 = 7 (the existence of such a map is a

well-known consequence of Zorn's lemma). For x E &, put X(x) = n[T(x)]

+ kxk2\\x - 7(jc)||. We clearly obtain a linear norm on &.

For u E &2, there exists x E & such that u = T(x); so u = (7 ° T)(x) =

T(u) and X(u) = n(u), hence X\&2 = /a.

Also, for y G 6E, z E (£ we have, as fi is an algebra norm on 6B2:

(í[T(y)-T(z)]< li[T(y)]li[T(z)]

and

X(yz) = n(yz) < Jt[7(y)- 7(z)] + p[(y - T(y))-T(z)]

+ ii[T(y)(z - 7(z))] + p.[(y - T(y))(z - T(z))]

< /.[7(y)]-/t[7(z)] + ^||y-7(y)||-117(2)1

+ m^ooh-i* - n*)\\ +m> - rwn iiz - r(z)ii
< ft[7(y)]Ju[7(z)] + kxk2\\y - T(y)\\ ß[T(z)] + kxklfi[T(y)]

•||z-7(z)||+^2||y-7(y)||-||z-7(z)||.

Finally we obtain

X(yz)<X(y)X(z)       (y, z £ 6E2).

Hence X is an algebra norm on 6£2 and the theorem is proved.

It follows immediately from the definition of the norm || • H® that we have

H<He    («GEE2),    |kHU<||x|N|y||    (x,yE&)
and these inequalities imply

IMI® <HUN®     («,t;eiB2).
Thus we have the following

Corollary 2-2. For every normed algebra 6E, there exists another algebra

norm X on & satisfying X(u) = ||h||® (u E â2).

3. An application to extension problems for /''-norms. Let 77 be a Hubert

space and let/» > 0. Recall that tp(H) is the algebra of elements m of £(77)

such that S"=,|a„(«)|/' < + co, where an(u) is the sequence of eigenvalues
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Fll,=

(listed according to their multiplicities) of the positive hermitian operator

iuu*)x/2. For u E ñp iH) denote as usual

» y/p

2 k(")l
n = \

For p > 1 this formula defines an algebra norm on tp iH) for which tp iH)

is complete. We have

[&iH)f= &t\H)       (0 <p < +oo);

11/7®
=      « (u E tp/2iH))   if 1 < /i < 2

and

ll«U = H,/2       (« E £'/2(tf))   ü>>2

(these well-known facts are easy consequences of the "Holder inequality for

operators" [12]).

Now take p > 1. It is stated in [7] that for every homomorphism from

£piH) into a Banach algebra, the bilinear map (x, v) —> ̂(x, >>) is continuous

(a proof of this result is outlined in [7] and I shall not give further details here

because the method used in [7] is only a slight improvement of B. E.

Johnson's ideas [13]). This means that ¥|£'/2(#) is continuous when tp/2iH)

is equipped with the norm || • ||, if 1 < p < 2 or with the norm || • \\p/2 if

p > 2, and Corollary 2-2 shows then that this result is best possible.

The situation is much more complicated if we consider the commutative

Banach algebra lp (the multiplication being coordinatewise and the norm

being the usual /''-norm || • ||p): G. Dales and the author proved recently that

assuming the continuum hypothesis there exists a discontinuous

homomorphism from C(A'), the algebra of continuous valued functions over

an arbitrary infinite compact space K. (See [3], [8], [9], [10]; a short summary

of both constructions can be found in [6].) It is possible to prove more

generally by similar methods that every nonmaximal modular prime ideal of a

commutative Banach algebra 62 is the kernel of a discontinuous

homomorphism from 62. (See [4] and [11].) So there may exist a

homomorphism ^ from lp into a Banach algebra such that the bilinear map

ix,y) —> ̂ix,y) is discontinuous.

Nevertheless we have the following:

Theorem 3-1. Letpx > l,p2 > px. There exists an algebra norm on lP2 whose

restriction to lPl is the lp,-norm \\ ■ ||    if and only if p2 < 2px.

Moreover, the quotient algebra lPl/lPl is not normable with an algebra norm

if Pi >2P\-

Proof. For n E N let en be the sequence whose nth term is equal to one, all

the others being zero. Put/,, = 2"=1 e„; we have/„ E lp, \\fn\\p = nx/p in E

N,p > 1). Note that/„ is idempotent.

By a classical automatic continuity result [1, Theorem 2-3], we can then
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associate to every algebra norm X defined over lPl a positive real Kx satisfying

Kfn)<Kx(WfnU2-Kx-»2/Pl (»£»)■

If, furthermore,p2 > 2px,we have

lim inf  -"—— = lim inf nx/p'~2/P2 - + co,
n—>oo        /m r m    \2 «—»oo

KWJnWpi)

and in this case there does not exist any algebra norm on lPl whose restriction

to lPi is the /'''-norm (more generally there does not exist in this case any

algebra norm over lPl whose restriction to lP[ defines the same topology as the

F'-norm). On the other hand, a straightforward verification based on Hol-

der's inequality shows that we have

(l2p>)2=l»>,    \\u\\2piv = \\u\\pi        (uElp>).

By Corollary 2-2 there exists an algebra norm X over /2pi such that

X(u) = \\u\\p (u E lPl). As l2p' contains lPl providedp2 < 2px, this proves the

first assertion of the theorem.

Now suppose 2/?, > p2. Let (Am)meN be a sequence of infinite subsets of A

satisfying Am n Am, = 0 if m ¥= m'.

We denote by Sm the set of all x E lPl such that x • en = 0 for every

n $ Am; Sm is an ideal of P2. Let q be any algebra seminorm defined on lPz,

and let (xm) and (ym) be two sequences of nonzero element of lPl satisfying

xm E Sm,ym E Sm(m E A). For m'^mwe have xm ■ xm. = xm ■ ym. = 0.

By the version of Bade and Curtis main boundedness theorem given in [2,

Theorem 3-1] we have

i(xmym)    ^
sup    -< + 00
«e»    KIUKIU

(in fact, as pointed out by A. M. Sinclair in [14], the condition xm ■ xm. = 0 for

m ¥= m' is not necessary).

So one can find a positive integer m0 and a positive real K satisfying, for

every m > m0,

q(xy) < K\\x\\P2\\y\\P2       (x,y E Sm). (1)

Now suppose lP[ E Ker q, and fix m > m0. As p2 > 2px, there exists

z E 5m such that z2 £ /'''. We have

JÜÍ5, P - */»IU- 0   and   z2 - f„z2 = (z - fizf.

As z2 •/„ belongs to lp' for every n, we obtain, using (1): q(z2) = 0.

So lPl cannot be the kernel of an algebra seminorm defined on lP2, and the

quotient algebra lP2/lP[ is not normable with an algebra norm.

I must thank the referee who suggested to add to Theorem 3-1 that lP2/lPl

is not normable if p2 > 2px.
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